	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

LE SWING & BLOW BY LE SWING
C/Rec 16 & C/Bonaire 6
08003 BARCELONA ESPAÑA
+34 933 101 449 & +34 933 023 698
www.leswingvintage.com

In a charming two-story home on Calle Rec 16, Le Swing Vintage
offers its visitors clothes, accessories and other pieces of
genuine desire, all original and from former glamorous decades.
True to its philosophy of only offering unique items and in
perfect condition, Le Swing Vintage offers its favorites by Yves
Saint Laurent, Nina Ricci, Celine, Moschino, Lanvin, Courreges and
Loewe among others.At Le Swing Vintage, women feel real like
princesses among the delicate dresses from the New Look selection
of clothing or the most significant of the mighty 80's, all in an
intimate atmosphere. Le Swing Vintage offers an interesting
proposal to the always unique vision of stylists and image
consultants, eager to find the best pieces for their female
clients, reports or productions. And all those who appreciate
beauty and the unique, will certainly find some garment to fall in
love with!

The twin sister, Blow by Le Swing, located on Calle Bonaire 6 is
the more prominent option, colourful and trend setting, and
therefore, a must for any lover of fashion and good design. It is
impossible to walk around in el Borne without looking at the
display windows of Blow, many times rewarded for its avant-garde
and freshness. Here reign Hermes, Louis Vuitton, Balenciaga, Chloé
and Chanel - all side by side with Parisian high fashion jewelery,
breath taking accessories and countless objects of desire (to give
away or to give yourself).

Furthermore both stores also have suggestions for modern dandies,
from bow ties from the 50s to crocodile shoes and sunglasses by
Ted Lapidus, Jaques Fath. or GuyLaroche.

No doubt, any person entering one of the stores in the Le Swing
series will fall in love with some unique and original
garment!Anyone wishing to delight his eyes on the internet or does
not yet have the chance to visit Barcelona should just enter,
browse and buy at the fantastic web site:
www.leswingvintage.com

Welcome!

Renier Guerra & Guiselle Berntson Valiente

